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Leadership in Action - Project #14
Turning Tides on Climate Change
An ASEF podcast on climate action stories from
the ASEM region
About the 4th ASEF Young
Leaders Summit (ASEYFLS4)
The 4th ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS4) is
a 10-month long youth leadership programme
connected with the 13th ASEM Summit (ASEM13) in
Cambodia. The ASEFYLS4 focuses on ‘Sustainable
Development in a post-COVID-19 World’ and
incorporates 3 spheres for youth leadership:
1)
2)
3)

self-leadership (you)
team leadership (we) and
societal leadership (all).

The “Leadership in Action” project #5 “Turning Tides
on Climate Action” is an ASEF podcast series on
climate action stories from the ASEM region. The
podcast will be produced in the lead up to the 13th
ASEM Summit (ASEM13), hosted by the Government
of the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia in November
2021. The goal is to move beyond the facts and
figures on climate change and use storytelling as a
tool to


To demonstrate the youth’s role in driving
Sustainable Development, the programme
encourages participants to collaborate & volunteer
on meaningful community projects with an AsiaEurope twist. Based on the four ASEFYLS4 focus
areas (SDG3, SDG4, SDG8 and SDG13), participants
are allocated to specific working groups and work on
“Leadership in Action” activities. In total, the
ASEFYLS4 facilitates 15 community projects, each
led by 1 ASEFYLS4 Navigator and supported by up to
10 participants from different Asian & European
countries. See the list and outlines of all “Leadership
in Action Projects” here.

About the Leadership
Action Project #14

Outline and Objectives





Show the diversity of perspectives &
experiences around climate change
(geographic diversity, and diversity amongst
different types of people)
Raise awareness on the fact that no action
against climate change is ever too small
Show the sustainability of different policies
against climate action
Inspire and empower the audience through
leading examples of climate action across
ASEM countries to take climate action

in

Background

As a global society, we have known about the effects
of climate change for decades. Nevertheless, taking
real and effective climate action measures has
proven to be a wicked problem to tackle. Economic
and political interests seem to continuously
dominate over the need to take measures towards a
sustainable society. Only the facts, figures and
graphics are not enough to make people and
policymakers aware of climate change and the
urgency of climate action. In order to push climate
action forward, both awareness and inspiration are
necessary. This is the origin of this podcast project.

The ASEFYLS4 podcast team will engage with local
and national climate activists, and with projects and
organisations tackling climate change on a local and
regional level. As part of the podcast episodes,
interviews ASEM leaders will be included to add both
the practical and political perspectives of this SDG.
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Planned Activities

Development of an ASEM Podcast Series
on Climate Action

Intangible




ASEFYLS4 participants educated & skilled in
podcasting and storytelling
Awareness raised on Climate Action among
podcast audience
Podcast audience inspired to support SDG13:
Climate Action

Expected Results & Outcomes

Tangible

•
•

Production
About 5 Podcast Episodes
1 Podcast Trailer



Organisation of 3-5 Workshops on Podcast
Production

Project Team
Project Leads
Netherlands

Ms Ankie Petersen, Cultural Affairs Officer, Dutch Ministry of Defence

Denmark

Mr Dennis Nielsen, Radio LOUD, Journalist

Singapore

Ms Su Chen Teh, Ministry of National Development, Manager

Participants
Australia

Ms Kelsey Gray, University of Newcastle, Student

Bangladesh

Mr Asif Amer, Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office Research, Planning and
Implementation Officer

Bulgaria

Ms Roberta Guevska ,Sofia University, Undergraduate student

Cambodia

Mr Vanndasambath Chhuon, Paragon International University, Student

Cambodia

Mr Kyhok Yeh, Royal University of Phnom Penh, Student

Luxembourg

Ms Katie Eitler, Institute of Development Studies, Graduate

New Zealand

Ms Sabrina Manu ,New Zealand Electoral Commission (Te Kaitiaki Take Kōwhiri),
Youth Advisor

Philippines

Mr Juanquine Carlo Castro, University of the Philippines - Mindanao, Student

Singapore

Mr Jun Hao Wong, Nanyang Technological University, Student
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Further Information
www.asef.org

Listen to the Podcast here
tinyurl.com/turningtidesasef

4th ASEF Young Leaders Summit (ASEFYLS4)
To get in contact with the Project Team:
asefyls@asef.org
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